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A BSTRACT moments are either calculated as the integral of the aerody-
namic and inertial forces or they are calculated as the prod-
uct of stiffness and curvature.

The structural response of three full-scale helicopter rotors
has been examined. Airloads predicted by CANIRAD were The relative merits of these two methods have been exam-
compared by harmonics with test measurements. Flapwise {ned in the literature.' -4 All have concluded that force in-

LO bending moments were calculated from the CAMRAD air- tegration is more accurate and that it converges with fewer
loads using three methods; force integration, curvature, and modes. Bielawa 3 pointed out that th- increased accura,

N a finite-difference method. The force-integration and cur- of force integration is paid for by increased complexity
vature moments were calculated with the CAMRAD pro- and that force integration requires greater attention to dc-
gram itself; however, the finite-difference method was cal- tails of its implementation. Numerical problems arise for
culated externally by a forced response program, Blade Re- both methods. The curvature method requires the calcu-
S.pitse to Acm udynamic Loading (BRAL). I ne BRAL anal- lation of the second derivative of the dellected shape., and
y.sis with measured airloads was shown to agree well with the force-integration method requires that the difference of
strain-gauge measurements on the CH-34 rotor in a wind large forces be integrated along the blade span. If the struc-
tunnel. The CAMRAD/force-integration bending moments ture has rapid changes in stiffness and mass, there must
were shown to accumulate error as the integration pro- also be rapid changes in the deflected shape. This requires
gressed from tip to root. The CAMRAD/curvature mo- many modes with a modal analysis or many elements with
ments agreed well with the finite-difference moments over a finite-element analysis. This also requires that the force-
most of tie blade; however, at regions of rapidly chang- integration method have small enough intervals to accu-
ing stiffness the agreement was poor. When applied to the rately evaluate the deflections and the spanwise distribution
BRAL solution, force integration was shown to give excel- of structural properties.
lent results, provided the integration had a small step size.
Shear forces calculated by CAMRAD and BRAL showed Hodges ,icveloped the direct method of Ritz. as a finite-
fair agreement. element method and demonstrated that it could achieve tie

"exact" solution when elements spanned regions of analytic
stiffness and mass. fie compared this with conventional ap-
plications of the Rayleigh-Ritz mLethod in which both force

INTRODUCTION integration and curvature were used to calculate bending
moments. lie concluded that the force-integration method
was more accurate than the curvature method butl that thle

The calculation of helicopter rotor-blade bending moments Rit fie-eleme nt method was th

i acroelastic in nature. Aerodynamic, inertial, and elaw-

tic lorces must balance to provide equilibrium of the ro- In correlating results from a Comprehensive Analytical
tor blade. Although the be'nding monments are cnilv'ddedt:, r b lade.Althugh thebding omets are cay calte(] Model of Rotorcraft Aerodynamics and )ynamics, CAM-
1t:c he qullmriurn solution, they are typically calculated RADI, with Iflight test (lata for thle S A349/2 rotor it \was

cparatcly after the equilibrium solution has been obtained, re d, w tha t te s c ate I-or se bending noo icILts
'I lcrcar,, t o c mmo wa s ofdoig tis.Theben ing reportd thatI ie cacuatd Ilapwise bendming nionicn.,

There are two comnmon w ays Of doinrig this. The bendinrig were semsiiic to the blade-mass distribution.' A[ that time

'rscnr ait the American llchc,ptur SmctI Njini Slip,' CAMRAD calculated bending moments using the force-
\Iwcr r~n krir~,rc.rafi t l)'aric , Arr nghrn lcxa. NorVembehr 1) Integration nethod. CAMRAD was changcd, hoexccr, to

calculate bending momnents using the curvature iriethod the
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result was a significant improvement in loads correlation. 5  at the tip on the advancing side of the disk, and second-
Subsequent loads-correlation efforLs using CANIRAD have order lifting-line theory, to better ioXici blade-vortex inter-
relied on the curvature meth_ .6 ,7 The superiority of the action. This is essentially the aerodynamic model available
curvature method in CAMRAD is surprising considering in CAMRAD/JA. I

the conclusions of Refs. 1-4.

This paper examines the calculation of 'lapwise bending
moments after an equilibrium solution has been obtained. FINITE-DIFFERENCE STRUC-
CAMRAD is used to obtain the aeroelastic equilibrium so- TURAL RESPONSE ANALYSIS
lotion for three full-scale rotors: the CH-34, SA349/2, and
BO-105. Subsequent flapwise bending moment calcula-
tions will be made with CAMRAD using both the force- To aid in the comparison of the two bending-ioment calcu-
integration and curvature methods. The airloads from the lations implemented in CAMRAD a fine-resoluion, finite-
CAMRA D equilibrium solution are also used as the forcing difference structural response analysis has also been used.
function for an independent finite-difference response anal- The Blade Response to Aerodynamic Loading (BRAL) pro-
\sis that is used to evaluate results of the two methods cal- gram originated fron the work of Esculier and Bousman.' 2

culated in CAMRAD. The finite-difference solution is used BRAL calculates the coupled llap/lagltorsion structural re-
to malle general conclusions about the force-integration anti sfx)nse of the helicopter rotor to given aerodynamic load-
curvature methods for calculating bending moments for re- ing as described in Ref. 12. A periodic solution is as-
ilistic full-scale helicopter rotors. sunicd in te time domain and is represented by c-ourier

harmonic functions. The linear -loubolt and Brooks(, equa-
tions of motion are solved for each harmonic as a two-point

CAMRAD CALCULATION boundary value problem. In effect, this is a finite-difference
method with several hundred spanwise grid points. The
BRAL analysis has been validated using airloads measured

CAMRAD is used to calculate trim, airloads, blade dellec- on the CH-34 in a wind tunnel. 13

tions, and structural loads. A detailed description of the
theoretical basis of CAMRAD is given in Ref. 8. The Thes tealureding we us as the 40n
blade structural analysis follows the work of Houbolt and tis ltebendig momts sn BRAL ih p-
Brooks9 with important nonlinear effects included in the in- spanwise intervals. Figure 1 compares the BRAL flap-ertma[ dod aerodynamnic forces. The aerodynamic model is bending moment with wind-funnel measurements. This fig-

cr~il aid cro~naic orcs. he eroynaic ode is ure shows the flap-bending moment time-history at 451/1
based on lifting-line theory, using steady two-dimensional ure sows the lpending m o nery th
airfoil ch-aracteristics and a vortex wake. Blade aerody- blade span in the upper left-hand corner. Following the

nmic and structural models provide the section foices. time-history are spanwise distributions of the steady, and
Equ.librium of inertial, aerodynamic, and elastic forces de- first six harmonics of the flap-bending moment. The am-
crinines (he differential equaiions of motion. The blade plitude scale of the harmonic components was allowed to

degrees of freedom are llap/lag bending, rigid pitch, and vary so that the spanwise shape of the components could be
rigidc pitchmandseen. Although BRAL uses a linear structural model, the

elastic torsion modes, resulting correlation is excellent.

Once CAMRAD has calculated the trim, airloads, and blade In
dellections, the bending moments are calculated. The orig- strucuallmde wes sr a osib e atiA

inal version of CA MRAD documented in Ref. 8 calculates structural models were as similar as possible. CAMRAD

the bending moments using the force- integration method. modes were calculated using the flutter analysis option.

As mentioned in the introduction, a modification was writ- and BRAL modes were calculated by a companion pro-
tell to CA MRA D which calculates bending moments using gram, Coupled Modes (CMODES). CMODES calculates
file curature method. Results from bth methods will be the roots to the homogcnou; form of the equations of mo-
the .ci tion found in BRAL, using the frequency determinant.14
hown. Frequency diagrams for tie Ct1-34, SA349/2, and B)-105

\ddfti m odnifiiicat ion to the CA RAU analysis used rotors are shown as Figs. 2, 3, and 4, respectively. Agree-

ik'r2 hai., uroived the high-spevd flight airload ment is excellent -or the (tl-34 rotor and fair for the oth-

An improved wake modufel has been incor- ers. The greatest disagreeiment occurs for the first lorsion
pcraidl w the analysis. It includes a dual-peak circula- frequency. The CMODES program does not Include steady
non modeil.to in ie a raly It mnolude aie d apek crloa-g deformation caused by center of gravity and tensiol-center

offsets from the elastic axis. When these offsets are set to



zero or when zero bending degrees of freedom are used for shown. The results arc very similar for the three rotors. ) is-
the mean deflected shape in ('AMRAD, the torsion frequen- agreement between the two analyses is greatest at the first,
cies show much better correlation. third, and fifth harmonics, which are close to the first, sec--

ond, and third flap modes. This is particularly noticeable for
the first harmonic cosine compxnent of the flap deflection
for the SA349/2. The pi oxinfity of the flap modes to the ro-

ROTOR AIRLOAI) tor hiarmonics is determined by the structural model. It was

CALCULATIONS seen in Figs. 2-4 that the BRAL (CIODES) and CAM-
RAD modes are not identical. Therefore, the disagreement
in deflected shapes may be due to small differences in the

As described earlier, the calculation of bending moments modal frequencies.
begins with the aeroelastic equilibrium solution. Normal
airloads calculated by the CAMRAD equilibrium solution
are presented in this section with test measurements, where
available. It is important to note that the CAMRAD air- BENDING MOMENTS
loads are identical for each of the BRAL, CAMRAD/force-
integration and CAMRAD/curvature-moment results. Al- Fig..ures 11-13 show the resulting flapvise bchenrl ne-
though not shown, chordwise airloads and pitching mo-i uments. Tebst measurements are sho\,n with BRAL. C.\I-
al, wl. RAD/curvature, and CAMRAD/ force-integration calcu-
as well. lations. The time-history plot of Fig. I I shows CAM-
Figures 5-7 swthe blade noral airloads calculated by RAD/curvatire and BRAL pIedictiuns agreeing kell with

Fgrs57show hebaenna ilasccutdby one another. The timie-history plots of' Figs. 1 2 and 13)
CAM RAD and measured in tests, with the exception of the o w a ira e t ee h estory plots of mas ureen ts,
BO- 105, for which no test data are available. The CH-34 show fair agreement between the flight-test measurements.

BRAL, and CANIRAD/curvature. The CAMRAD/force-
and SA349/2 rotors are shown at a similar high-speed flight
condition; the BO-105 is at a lower speed. Wind-tunnel integration results show poor correlation or all three rotors.
test measurements of the CH-34 agree very well with the Examination of the harmonic of

steady component of CAMRAD airloads. Agreement is
fair for the first and second harmonic components, but har- Figs. 11 -13 reveals two consistent discrepancies. First, the

monies components above the scond harmonic show less CAMRAD/force-integration has the correct zero-moment
agreement. The correlation between the SA349/2 flight- boundary condition at the tip of the blade, but it appears to
aee ement accumulate error as forces are integrated toward the root.
test measurements and CAMRAD airloads is similar to the Thsimotbvusfrhezo-mntondycn

CH-34 results, although with only thiee spanwise measure- Tiiot ovio for Ch o t (Fid. cTh
meris, onclsio s ar li ite . A isunctic smilaitymay d it:-on at ', - fl,0a p go of "-i C.1 ', , r tr (F;g. .T....... rotA r - 1.T i

ments. conclusions are limited. A distinctive similarity may would also be true for the SA349/2, but the BRAL. calcula-
be seen in the CAMRAD predicted normal airloads for all tion stps at the outboard lag h the inboardthreetps t rotors.ad lg hng, enforcing hinor
three rotors. flap hinge boundary condition assur ig rigid body motion.

The second discrepancy seen in Figs. 11-13 is the laige

DEFLECTED SHAPES changes bending moment predicted by the CAM-
RAD/curvature method at the root end of the blades. This
is caused by large 2hanges in bending stiffprss ihat occur

The equivalence of the structural models of BRAL and at the root of all three blades (Fig. 14). Seven llapwise
CAMRAD may be seen (Figs. 8-10) by comparing de- bending modes, as used here, we not enough to capture the
fleeted shapes. CAMRAD has iterated to calculate the rapid changes in curvature required to give a smooth prod-
aeroelastically trimmed solution, and P-AL has cau(l:":e iC1 of curviture and s'iffness. ThV ptwnomrnon e'Oo ar
the strucural response to the CAMRAD airloads. The de- pears near the tip of tle SA349/2 rotor blade (best illustrated
flected shapes would be the same for identical structural by the first harmonic plot, Fig. 12). In general, it is seen for
modeis, since the airloads arc identical. Therefore, differ- all three rotors that the results of the CAMRAD/curvature .

ences seen here reflect differences in the structural models, method agree well with those of BRAL away from rapitJ
changes in bending stiffness.

Figures 8-i0 show the f1.,pwke dllected shapes calculated0 by BRAI, and CANIRAD for the ('AMRAD airloads just
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D)1S(2 L, SSI K ) N f~,ures Ioi and 17 tiken tovcthecr IilVlusrate aitotlir possible
sourFCe of error fo if e ' irc - intei' rao i (inmthod. N ear tLhe
blade rootI the mt agitude of tlhe total structu ral ifl 0HeiC t I S

i en a ai rO )j dsdit .101CL di clat ed t iSl i he B less than 1I, tilte largest mnonment componmenti. There lore.
in te b ndne ll teis clc latd b th BR L, a sinall error in dhe caleulation of acrxlynanie. inertial, or

('.-N1RD'frcc-ntcraton, and C'ANIRAD,'eurv.ature cenltriluglal momients may give rise to a large error iii the
ilethods. To the degree thaith d1c ChlectCed ShapeCs arc similar, Structural nloiorent.
ihcsc h dilferences are attributedi to imnplemnentatioln problems
s k ith, the F-Orce- integration aind Cui \ ature ii ethods. [)pendI- Additional insight may be gained by considering the iiidi -
inc- onl the radial station selected, eithecr iiethodi v il showx vidual forces calculated with the force-integration incihod.
mi)o: errors. Figure Is demionstrates the sevcrit ol- thle FiVire 18 Shows thle Individual C0Iponent loies anid
problem~ near the blade root for both methods. Fig. 19) shows the Sur. o1'fithe c0IIompoent forces comiarced

s\itli the I3RAL sttie-vector ,hear force. The coiiiporcnis
In ieh cn e aiedbycaeulit n bndngmortil-1i of [the shear force and the sumn of shear fore, s: rc coin

r fil ront filie BRA L solution. 'Thus the s"tate-vector (de - puted at 100) iterval s along thle blade. Agreinictit betsC ecu
f, ciion. dlope, bending moment, and shear) soIltinon at 300( thle sumt of tile conlpotien l-orces and the state-s ector shear

,pmi>,nterv als usjed tocalcuIlate thle "Cending" Ino- orei.cygood. This indicates that fcwcr i itersa alLre:
menis by, the !orcc-integratioll and culrs ature inietods. Re- needed to accurately eclct shear lorcs, than are nee,!d
sohLig11' bending, momnents rniai be :oi))pared ss tl the bend- for beniding rtionicnts.
inc: momnt of' the state vector. The state wctor was cal-
o:11t1ed u'ongll tilc uncoupIl 11Iap equaituin iii BRAL. for an1 H cure 2(0 demonstrates thle a(Iren CIi bekCtseci slicir- Ikorc

iLmte ited (11-3-4 rotor siththe CA IR AD airloads shown calculat tns oIf' B RAL and CA NIRA I.. The aeci et of
it) Fig. 5. Inertial forecs skere cflculaitcd fromi the state- shear forces is very simlilar to tile ag-reeruent seen .!I the de-
ceurAO letleCied slIhipe L11iunon sii))lt harmlonic miotionE Ilected shapes in Fig. 8. Ib'is, is riot surprising lile the1C II

aerods nainic forces xs crc taken front the CA NIRA) 'sol u- ailasLr ietclfr letloaniye i the rico a!
t~~~~~~~iitE ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ irod anahrusaues iselu~tdLst~deiais 0 'y~~de alcuiited I-r the deW llalyted ah ipe

OILt~CS ~o siope. t hie spartscise integration for the
iorcLe-ifIterLlton method wki-S eLlu L uing0 tile ir,-ipc-
/ioidail rule.

CONCLUSIONS
-,tire I6 shiiws the itoints doe Ci the tileIIkidLiI forces:

Lierlidsnni in atind enrfIa.Figure 17 shows tile
BR AI - s tar - c.:t0 r 11(1 ii c i nrvatore -inc thod nfo nlent ; The i solaite ( p ro 'Icrn of' ca lculatinrg II apw is e benid irg ri io-
tiorce:-titce.atioli r0itoieit, I(X) intersals: anid thle force- mnents from a krnowkn Ler(lILitC cpiiibriurt solutioniha

mnioiinoment, 3(X) intcrv~ils. Al'Jii ogh thle step) sue been explored. Aeornprchcrisive rtrritLr~l5 s AN
viri~~ile in tue BRALo ancvis frentratiot - RAI), 5 s used toi olxuiin this solution and tl ino itr

;!Wftt c ilcul~itcd from the BRAL statiic ctor anil CANI- tile lI'rce-iritcl arid curvature nicthtxjs o1 cailcul~it-
! ',)Li n e uniformnly spaiced InitervaLls. The result., Secten iIng bi)CIlng itlo A linite-dillererme miethod. BRA-L,

f -. 17 jire very simnilatr to1 those Ironti the CAM,\ R ),'foreC- wLis used to obe,. -curaite Ilapwkisc bendirng moomenrts.

l cor~itio an id CA NIRADt/curvattore methods. The force- These we rc compareid with calcuilations usirng the force-

olteLerLiti in momnits with 100) intervals Liecut la~tes error lintcgraitioll and curvature niethixls to riake eneiral coitelu-
i. .~ rd the blade roo(t, and thle curvature inetlol is i[- error s ions alxmut dite two methxls.

i~i ~w ruio of apily can g sil~nss.It was ciinciudkvd that the C.-\ MRAL)I-orce-iriteeratiii

I hec lor-c-ittgration result-s vith I X) anid 3iXi interaLls li1Cliod LicCtirilill1itS error as tile moument is iicigrited lromi
>li'klhit an insulliccrt rnuber of* spanm, ie integra- tip) to root. I hie CAMR,-\[/curvaiture methiod givesrelt

ti1n steps can) restui i i - kid oit erroir wcnl in the thait are giiiid or haid deKlmiing oii the radIial suitrion. Rakill
IX I R\ ).lirc-itee~initreults- This tmmntcd '-* station,., away, fromi raplid chingcs ill stillness .%cre shoskll
ri nrot ir such lI a the ('1-4 IClredure Lit lcist ((I) to give cxci,iw .'si;LL; -- ii t iear these raipid sills

rv-Lil iriri v tliompkinielcit~imot 1I the lorcc- JLingc5 niiist be ignored. The iA NiI<AI) shear lirces .
I i 'll i 'thud. It ilmii lnimhIcs Ilmit tie linct'l;Itiiti ssIuh icLr tile rlicrated acrikl~ raritc aind Iniertial o :.

rii:- il s% elic- mie nuc i ''~''~ ilited shiis C~ ndro LICCuiilllitilrt ot erro'!r :i''r 0-' Wr1

mii I''0 r nkc if lame.( imiilbrs; doi nt ciseprobmhucs I riese reslts ire general to thle extent that ihie arc cLuised

i th In Ill ul: i. by (tie complex structure o' existimig lutlI- ilc rotors. I1liat
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is not to say that these problems cannot be overcome by an- Rotor parametcrs of interest are listed in Table 1. Shown
other implemention with sufficient degrees of freedom or in Fig. 14 are the Ilapwise stillness and mass distributions
by a more sophisticated integration scheme. In fact, " hen for these rotors. All three rotors have a build up of structure
applied to the BRAL solution, the force-integratio. .icthod near the rX)t end of the blade seen as an increase in stiffness
was shown to give accurate bending-nIoiueilt results. pro- and mass. Additionally the SA349/2 has several changes in
vided there were enough integration stkps. stiflness and mass near the blade tip, and the CH-34 has

small changes in mass distribution owing to inslrument2,-
tion and tip weights.

APPENDIX: DESCRIPTION OF
ROTORS ANALYZED ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

The structural responses of three rotor systems, the CH-34, For their SA349/2 CAMRAD input files and time Spent cx-
SA349/2, and BO-105, were calculated and compared with plaining CAMRAD results I would like to thank Ruth Het-
test results. The source of the structural properties, test data, rani, Wayne Johnson, and Gloria Yaniauchi. Also. fr hi.
ard a description of difficuties encountered in modeling BO- 105 CAMRAD input files, the help of Randy Peteron
these rotors follows. is acknowledged.

The structural properties for the CH-34 rotor were taken
from Ref. 15. Calculated airloads and binding moments
wcre compared with test data from the wild-tunne! test de - REFERENCES
cribcd in R-f. 13. Bending moments were converted from

blade stresses, 15 using the stress-moduli value reported in
R,f. 15. The CH .34 rotor, with coincident flap and lag "Johnson, W., Ilelicopter "heor, Princeton, N.J.:
hinges and blade designed to minimize flap/lag/torsion cou- Princeton University Press, 1980.
plings, was easily modeled by both CAMRAD and BRAL.

The wind-tunnel test, however, had a split tip-path plane he- 2Curtiss, H. C., Jr. and Shupe, N. K., "'A Stability and
cau'e of the swashplate actuator installation. This was n,,t Control Theory for tIingeless Rotors." tPape" No. 541.
modeled by the analyses, which assume identical blades. American Helicopter Society 27th Annual National Forum.

May 1971.
The structural properties, airloads, and bending moments
for the SA349/2 rotor were all taken from the flight test re- 3 Bielawa, Richard L., "Blade Stress Calculation-Moxle
ported in Ref. 16. Static values of [he flap-bending mo- Deflection vs. Force Integration." Journal of the American
ment were not used in comparisons, a result of calibration llelicopter Society, Vol. 23 (3), July 1978, pp. 10-10.
problems. The CAMRAD model of the SA349/2 hipge ar-
rangement is only approximated. The hinge sequence is 4 lodges, Dewey H., "Vibration and Response of
flap/feather/lag from inboard to outboard: therefore, as the Nonunifonn Rotating Beams with Discontinuities," .four-
blade feathers, the axis of the lag hinge changes relative to nal of the American flelicopter Society, Vol. 24 (5), Oct.

the fixed axis of the Ifhp hinge. CAMRAD, however, re- 1979, pp. 43-50.
quires that the flap and lag hinge axes be perpendicular to
one another. The CAN'RAD and BRAL resuls shovkn here Yaniauchi, G. K., Heffernan, R. M., and Gaubert. M.,
model the flap hinge accurately, but the lag hinge remains "Correlation of SA349/2 Helicopter Flight Test Data with a
fixed regardless of pitch input. Comprehensive Rotorcraft Model," Paper No. 74, Twelfth

European Rotorcraft Forum , Sept. 1986.
The structural properties of the Be-105 are available in
Rcfs. 17 and 18. Bending nio irents were taken Irotm the 6 I leffernan, Ruth M., "Effect of li licopltcr B lade Dv-
lighlt test of Ref. 17. Ai,,wdA base not been nieasureod namics on Blade Aerodynamics and Structural l.oads,"

test daL. _.re cmpared ,ith CAMRAD pre- AIAA Dynamics Specialists Conference, April 1QX7.
dictions. Cantilevei root end boundary conditions are used

, , ihi. , hibis !,bi 'e
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,Callahan. C. and Bassett D., "Application of a Corn- 13 Rabbott, J. P., Jr., Liak, A. A., and Paglino, V. MI., "A
prehensive Analytical Model of' Rotorcraft Aerodynamics Presentation of' Measured and Calculated Full-Scale Rotor
and Dy namnics (CAMIRAD) to the MlcDonnell Douglas AH- Blade Aerodynamic and Structural Loads," USAAVLABS
64A Helicopter,' Amecrican Helicopter Society 43rd An- TR 66-3 1, July 1966.
nual National Forumn, May 1987.

'"Murthy, V. R., "Dynamnic Characteriis of' Rotor
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Development.- NASA TI-81 182, 1980.

15 Neibanlck, Charles F.. "Model Rotor Test Data for Ver-
SHoubolt, J. C., and Brooks, G. WV., "Differential EqUa- ification of'Blade Response_ and Rotor Performance Calcu-

tions of- Motion for Combined Flapwise !lending. Chord- lations," USAAMIRDL-T-R-74-29, May 1974.
wise Bending, and Torsion of Twisted Nonuniform Rotor
Blades," NA-CA Report 1346, 1958. 16 Heffernan, R. M. and Oaubert, M., "Structural and

Aerodynanic Loads and Perf'ormiance Measurements of- an
'Johnson, W., "Wake NModel for Helicopter Rotor in SA349/2 Helicopter with an Advanced Geometry Rotor,"
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'Johnson, W., "CAMRAD/JA; A Comprehensive An- 17 Staley, James A., "Val idation o1 Rotorcralt Flight Simf-
alvtic:al Model of Rotorcraft Aeiodyiiamiic and Dynamics, Ulation Program Tlhro ugh~ Correlation with Flight Data for
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tor," A-merican Helicopter Society 42nd Annual National a BearineLess Main Rotor," USAAVRADCOMI-TR-80-D-
Forum, June 1986, pp. 1 -1I10. 3, 1980.

Table I Rotor paramecters.

tem) C H-34+ SA34')/2 BO-l105

N um ber of blades 4 3 4

Rotor radius, im 8.53 5.25 4.91
(in.) (336.00) (206.85) (193.32)

Rotor speed, rpmn 221.68 387.00 425.00
(rad/sec) (23.214) (40.526) (44.506)

Blade chord, in (0.416 0."150 0.270
in.) (16.40) (13.80) (10.64)

Solidity 0.06220 0.06366 0.070101

F~lap hinge oll-set, e/,JR 0.03571I 0.02095 -

Sathering hingeufee/ 0,08(X)0 0.04762 0.035(X)

Lag hinge olkect, c~R0.03571 0.09048 -

Bladu cutout. r/R 0.1500 0.2480 01000

Precinc Oe(lg 0.0 (0.0 2.5
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Fig. 5 Comparison of normal airloads, CH-34 rotor: i = 0.39, shaft angle = -5'.
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Fig. 0 CoImplarison ol normalI zii rhxds, SA349/2 rotor: IL= 0.378, shaft angle =-5.5'.
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0Fig. 11I Coinparison of f1apx ise bend Ing moments, CII-34 rotor: gp 0.39, shaft angle -5.
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Fig. 12 Comparison of Ilapwise bending moments, SA349/2 rotor: p=0.378, shaft anigle = -5.5'.
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Eig. 13 C omparison of flapwisc bcnding moments, BO-105 rotor: p 0.278, shaft angle=-50 .
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Fig. 14 Flapwise stiffness and mass distribution: CH-34, SA349/2 and B30- 105 rotors.
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Fig. 15 Example of CAMRAD flapwise moment error, CH-34 rotor: p 0.39. shaft angle - 5'.
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Fig. 16 Components of flapwise bending moment based on BRAL solution, CH-34 rotor: tL = 0.39, shaft angle = -5.
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Fig. 18 Components of flapwise shear force based on BRAL solution, CH-34 rotor: L = 0.39, shaft angle =-5.
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Fig. 19 Comparison of flapwise shear forces, CII-34 rotor:p = 0.39, shaft angle = -5".
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Fig. 20 Comparison of lapwise shear forces, CH-34 rotor: p = 0.39, shaft angle = -5'.
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